PROFILE

Manufacture & Exporters of Knitted Garments

www.vtngarments.com

vtngarments@gmail.com

ABOUT US:

VTN GARMENTS is a well-established Manufacture & Exporter of different type of knitted garments
for Adults and Kids, Women’s and Men’s wear since 1993. Our Company is located at Tirupur, in
India. A place that has for centuries been perceived as the land renowned for its knitwear
business, moreover it is located close to the airport and all major south Indian sea ports which
make our transportations easier.

TEAM:

Mr.N.Jayakumar , Managing Director and founder
of the Company started the business in early 1993.
He being Born and brought up from the textile
manufacturing Background family Jayakumar
inherited all the business Knowledge from his father
and partnered with young budding Minds and 26
years from then, now the Company has grown and
Feeding the global market Up to 1, 00,000 pcs/per
month. Our business is now involved by second and
third generation technical team Co-equipped with
the skilled man power guided by the MD.

OUR PRODUCTS:

Our products are for everyone, we do all
sort of Knitted garments from Infants to
Men’s and Women’s and we are
specialized in Kids wear. Particularly
for all the little princess out there.
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Infant’s Romper & Dress

Smoked Dress

Hoodie Full Zipper Jacket

Girl’s T-shirt
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Men’s Full Sleeve Polo

Men’s Polo

Girls Skirts

Ladies Top

Head Bands

Boy’s T-shirt

Tank Tops

Leggings
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OUR PROCESS:

Starting from choosing the
right yarn to till the
garments gets dispatched
we take care of the quality
in each process. We make
sure the each process is
pre-planned as per the
customer’s

requirement

and delivery timeline. We
always ensure the proper
communication is done
with

the

customer

to

understand the specific
need and will update the
status of each process in timely manner. This ensures transparency for the customer to know
exact status of the purchase order.
For any given product we need the minimum order quantity starting from 500 and can go up
50,000 pcs per style and optimal delivery time for any normal order will take 60 days to
complete from the day of placing order and it varies based on the style and quantity.
Buyer Provides TechPack,
Artworks & Detailed
Specifications

Order Enquiry
From Buyer

We send Prototype Sample
Based on the buyer Needs

After Initial Discussions,
Order placed by Buyer

Final Goods will be
Dispatched to the Buyer

Once All the Samples
approved, we will start
the Bulk Production

.
Finished goods
are checked and
inspected internally or will be offered
to the Inspection by the buyer
recommended Inspection Agencies

Once Approved with Proto Sample,
we send Fit Sample & Pre
Production Samples Respectively

This Whole cycle gets completed in 60 days for the normal T-shirt, Days can be + or – based on the Style & Quantity
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QUALITY:

In VTN Garments, quality assurance has been integrated with internationally recognized
systems. This ensures greater customer acceptance and satisfaction, when it comes to product
range, style and distribution network. We also have associated companies in dyeing, printing
& embroidery. We have also developed our own quality checking systems to ensure 100%
perfection unto the last thread. For
all the current client orders Testing
has been done in the Fabric Form
and the finished garment by the
world removed testing agencies and
the Final Random Inspection will be offered to the Buyer recommended agency. Currently all
our orders are being Inspected and Tested by Intertek & Bureau Veritas.

FACILITIES & CAPACITIES:

We have over 150 newly imported “JUKI” branded sewing machines from Singapore installed across
our 3 factories. Starting from yarn we source the best quality yarn from the market leading supplier
and Knitted in to Fine quality fabric by our associated Knitting Unit.
Once the raw fabric is ready all the added work like Dyeing, Printing (AZO Free & Eco Friendly),
Washing, Compacting, and Embroidery are done in-house by our associated partners. Instead of one
single factory we split in to 3 factories, this methodology ensures us to work parallel in all 3 factories
for 3 different styles at the same time and can ensure the delivery time is meet out properly. With the
technical staff’s of 20+ years of textiles knowledge supported by 200+ skilled labors makes us
possible to produce 100,000 pcs per month capacity. Along with this our logistics team will ensure
all the dispatch process happens smooth all the time. Delivered on Time, Ever time.
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OUR PRESENT & PAST CUSTOMERS/BRANDS LIST:

OUR ACCREDITATION :

VTN Garments the company established and running according to the Indian Labor and
Factory laws has the care over the employees and the environment with the high level of ethical
standards. Hence our factory is Approved by Walmart, Certified by SEDEX & Disney FAMA.

CONTACT DETAILS:
ADDRESS:

COMPANY NAME

: VTN GARMENTS

UNIT I & III ADDRESS : S.F.No. 264/1B KULATHOTTAM,
KANGAYAM MAIN ROAD,
VIJAYAPURAM (POST),
TIRUPUR – 641 606.

UNIT II ADDRESS
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: 176/7, ATHIMARATHU PUDUR,
KANGEYAM ROAD, NALLUR (P.O, JAI NAGAR)
TIRUPUR-641606
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CITY/COUNTRY :

TIRUPUR (INDIA)

ZIP CODE

:

641 606.

PHONE

:

+91-9994410402

E-MAIL

:

raghu@vtngarments.com , vtngarments@gmail.com

CONTACTS

MANAGING DIRECTOR : Mr. N. Jayakumar
+91 99944 10400
jai@vtngarments.com
FOR ENQUIRES

:

Raghu
+91 94430 10402
raghu@vtngarments.com
live:sriraghuram
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